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Results of a theoretical investigation of the lateral response and 
. 

. 

stability characteristics of the X-3 research airplane (Douglas Model 
No. 499D, Study 4143) are presented. Included sre time histories cal- 
culated by the Reeves Electronic Analog Computer showing the effect of 
various disturbances on the lateral response of the air-plane with O" 
geometric dihedral (normal configuration) and with -5O Wedral. Two 
sets of values of the yawing moment due to roll were used, one esti- 
mated using present theory and the other based on recent wind-tunnel 
tests of an X-3 model. 

The calculations show that the airplane is oscillatorily and spi- 
rally stable with either dihedral but does not meet the U. S. Air Force 
periodaing requirements in any high-peed condition investigated. 
The rolling motions and the roll excitation parameter (I I) f are gen- 
erally large for the airplane with O" dihedral; these rolling motions 
are reduced considerably by a change to -5O dihedral. The natureof 
the motions following applfcation of a step rolling moment appear nor- 
mal with either dihedral. The initial roll (and the eventual roll, 
with -5" dihedral at high speeds) folloting an abrupt step rudder deflec- 
tion is in an adverse direction; however, the86 unusual rolling motions 
are small compared to those which can be produced by the ailerons. The 
only signifioant effect produced by a change in the yawing moment due 
to roll parameter from the estimated value to a more negative value 
based on experimental results is a marked reduction in the damping of 
the oscillatory mode. 

e INTRODUCTION 

z A general study of the predicted motions of various high-peed air- 
craft configurations ie being made at the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory. 
The influence of design trends on the flying qualities of airplanes is of 
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interest. It Is believed that examination of the predicted motions, in 
the light of results of flight studies such as those reported in refer- . 
ence 1 and the specifications as given in reference 2, will indicate both 
the characteristics of the motion of high-peed configurations which may 
be undesirable and the design changes necessary to improve the behavior. ? 

One example of these highdpeed configurations is the X-3 airplane 
(fig. 1) which makes use of a comparatively low-aspect+ratio straight 
Mw* This airplane might be considered representative of a future 
design trend which will resort to low-aspecMatio wings with supersonic 
wing sections to minimize high-speed drag. This trend is in contrast 
to anothermakinguse of sweptwings. 

Pretious theoretical studies on the dynamic lateral stability chs~+ 
acteristics of an early version of the X-3 airplane (reference 3) and 
on a later modification of the X-3 (reference 4) indicated, in addition 
to defioiencies in oscillatory period-damping relations, large excita- 
tion of rolling motions due to yawing disturbances. Recent flight tests 
of a conventional fighter airplane equipped with a device for varying 
effective wing dihedral in flight (reference 1) have shown that this 
roll excitation is an important item In the handling oharacteristics. 
In view of these results and the fact that the X-3 configuration had 
been altered considerably since the study of reference 3, it was COT+ 
sidered desirable to make additional dynamio &ateral-stability studies 
with the latest available tinddunneland dimensional data and to study 
the effect of a poseible change to negative dihedral on the flyLng qual- 
ities. The study of the rolling motions due to yating disturbances also 
was of interest. 

During this Investigation reference 5 was published dealing with 
the period-damping relationship as affected by a change to -5O geamstric 
dihedral amI variations in some of the dynamic stability derivatives. 
It also included a short discussion of the I I F relationship applied 
to one flight condition. 

I I 

This report inoludes a more detailed dfscussion and data on the 
2 

pBzane 
relationship over the operating Mach number range of the X-3 air- 

for O" and -3O geometric dihedral. Several time histories of step 
and pulse disturbances are included showing the typical lateral motions 
of the airplane. 

SYMBOIS 

The data presented herein are referred to the stability system of 
axet3. The positive directions of the forces, moments, and angulsr dis- 
placemmts are showninfigure 2. The atability system of axes is 
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defined as an orthogonal system having its origin at the center of grav- 
itJ and in which the Z sxis is in the plane of symmetry and perpendic- 
uJar to the relative wind, the X sxis is In the plane of symmetry and 
perpendicular to the Z axis, andtheYaxis is per-pendfcular to the . 
plane of syfmnetry. 

a 

7 

angle of bank measured about the X axis, radians 

angle of yaw'measured about the 2 axis, radians 

angle of sideslip 
( 

v 

> 

v' 
where v is the lateral velocity in the 

Y direction , radians 

rolling velocity measured about the X axis, radians per second 

yawing velocity measured about the 2 axis, radians per second 

true airspeed, feet per second 

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 

dynamic pressure , Pounds per square foot 

wing span, feet 

wing area, square feet 

weight of airplane, pounds 

mass of airplane, slug8 

relative density factor 

gecmetric dihedral, degrees 

inclination of principal longitudinal sxfs of airplane with 
respect to flight path, positive when principal axis is above 
flight path at nose, degrees 

angle between reference axis and flight path, positive when 
reference axis is above flight, path at the nose, degrees 

angle of flight path to horizontal axis, positive in climb, 
degrees 
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GO 

kZO 

SO 

K 
ZO 

K, 

JSXZ 

CL 

c2 

cn 

CY 

cn% 

c2 
er 

t 

D 

P 

radius of gyratlan in roll about principal longitudinal axis, feet I 

radius of gyration in yaw about principal vertical axis, feet 
c 

nondimensional radius of gyration in roll about principal 

nond3menslonal radius of gyration In yaw about principal 

vertical axis 
c") 

ZO 

b 

nondimensional radius of gy??ation in roll about longitudinal 

stability axis 
(A 

o2 cos2q + qo2 sin2q 
> 

nondhnensi~lradius of gyration in yaw about vertfcal stabflity 

aXiS 
(JYZ 

cos2q + Kxo2 sin2q 
> 

nondimensional product--of-inertia parameter 

K&,' - Kxo2 
> 

sin q COB q 1 
lift coefficient 

rollhg-momentcoefficient r"ymmoment 
( J 

yawing-mament coefficient 
( 

yawing moanent 
'a= ) 

late&force coefficient lateral force 
ss > 

yaw-nt coefficient due #to rudder deflection, per degree 

rolline;-moanent coefficient due to rudder deflection, per degree 

tlme, seconds 

differential operator d 
0 dt 

period of oscillatlcm, seconds 

L 
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T1 t,lme for amplitude of oscillation to decrease by on&L? 
2 

M &oh number 

Subscripts 

B 

P 

r 

A - 
est 

a 
rev 

rate of change with angle of sidesUp 0 a 
as 

rate of change with roll~vel~ity a 
factor 

a (N/m 3 

rate of change with yawing--velocity factor 

applied disturbance 

estimated 

revised 

The responses to sJmple roll and yaw dlsturbazes were determined 
for eight flight conditions far both the normal configuration with O" 
geometric dihedral and for one with -5O geometric dihedral. These flight 
conditions listed in table I covered the expected operatrSg ranges of 
Mach number from 0.30 to 2.0 and altitude fram sea level to 50,OCO feet. 

Time Histories 

The time histories of the motion of the airPlane were calculated 
frathe equations of motfon in the following form: 



v2 0 V2 
ii cpa B = c** ; 0 

) + I[(2~-~C~r)D-gC,ttLn7]t+ Cp 

For all conditione the flight path wa8 assumed to be level (7 = 0) 
and both Cy and cu, were assumed to be zero. 

P 
The Reeves Electronic Analog ccarrputer (FUW) was employed to plot 

directly a8 a function of time the lateral response of the airplane a8 
specified by the equations given above. In these plots it was desirable 
to lnaintain aa large an amplitudd~of the output of the REM3 a8 possible 
for a given cafJe ~30 that the period-danrping relation&ip could be measured 
with the greatest possible accuracy. .Thetlmehistoriespresentedh~ein 
are photographic reduction of these direct plots made at various scale 
values and care must be used in comparing the curves. Time histories of 
the respwes cp, q, p, and their derivatives for the following input8 
are computed by the FZNJ for each case: 

. 

1. Rectaqular yawing4omen.t pulse, 

%I = 0.01 for 0.15 second 

2. Step rolling moment, Cl = 0.01 
39 Step yawing moment, C, = 0.01 

In addition to theere three inputs, time hietories of the motion due 
to a step rudder deflection and due to an initial eideslip were obtained 
for afewconditians. 

Lateral Characteristics 

For each condition, P, TL~ and 
2 

I$1 were obtained by calculating L 
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c 

directly by the usual means from the complex roots of the characteristic 
equation, and by scaling these values directly from time histories 
obtained by use of the REAC. The method given in the appendix was used. 

to calculate the ratio of the amplitude of oscillatory mode of angle 
of bank cp to sideslip angle j3 (written snd tentatively chosen 
as a measure of roll excitation, reference 1). 

Airplane Characteristics 

The stability derivatives a& dimensions for the airplane, prt+ 
sented in table I, were obtained from references 4 and 6 supplemented 
by additional information from the Douglas Aircraft Company. 

The values of C 
9' 

used originally in the present investigation, 
were estimated in the usual manner (reference 4) and were used in the 
original calculations and REAC studies. It wax3 found in tests of a 
model similar in configuration to the X-3 in the stability tunnel at 
the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory that these values of C 

np 
were in 

error (reference 5). Consequently, revised values of C 
np 

were calcu- 
lated from the following folPrula based on the experimental data: 

( CY 
""p,, = C%est - o-=5 

kail 
4.30 > 

The lateral characteristics were recalculated with C 
%cev 

for all 

test conditions, and RFAC studies were repeated for those conditions cm 
sidered of greatest interest (I, II, and VII). 

Although time histories of the airplane motion were obtained and 
analyzed for all the conditions listed, only those representative of high 
lift coefficient at sea level (I), high subsonic speed at sea level (II), 
and suparscmic fl3gh-b at moderately high altitude (VII) have been 
included herein. The motions for these widely differing conditions are 
indicative of the nature of the motions for the other conditions. The 
revised ValUeS Of Cn 

P 
were used for all the time histories which are 

presented except where noted on the figures. 
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Representative plots for each of the inputs listed under the sec- 
tion Time Ristoriee are included. The pulseinputfurnishee a good 
representation of the oscillatory mode of response as also does the 
initial Bideslip input. The latter also provides an indication of gust 
response of the airplane. The two step inputs provide a method for 
separating the effect of rolling and yawing-moment components due to 
ailerons or rudder on the response. The step rudder deflection pro- 
vides one example of an arbitrary COntrOl deflection for the study of 

the nature of the resulting motion. 

Response to a Pulse Yawing Moment 

The time hiStOrieS of the lateral response of the airplane to a 
yawing+noment pulse are presented in figure 3 for O" and -3O geometric 
dihedral. As may be seen from the figure, this tgpe of input serves 
to excite primarily the oscillatory mode of motion. Direct examination 
indicates that, although there is little change in the nature and magni- 
tude of the motions in $ or B as a result of the change in dihedral, 
the relatively large roll with O" dihedral is considerably reduced by 
-5O dihedral, particularly at high Speeds. The small initial negative 
roll in Condition 1 arises due to the fact that the yawing moment is 

applied about an ad6 different from the principal aXiS. This fact 
makes the term G, large enough SO that the yawing aOceleratiOn pro- 
duces a noticeable disturbance in the rolling+noment eqUatiOn. The 
same effect'wiEl. be noted later in the response to a rudder deflection. 

Response to a Step Rolling Moment 

For this airplane, the motions due to an applied step rolling 
moment (fig.&) represent closely those in a rudder-fixed aileron roll, 
since the yawing moment due to aileron deflection is small. The nature 

of the motions appears to be normal. Fairly large adverse BideBlip and 
a resulting reduction in rolling velocity are indicated for condition I; 
the initial BideBlip and yawing motions arise pri?mUarily frOIU productif- 
inertia effects at this high angle of attack. It has been ascertained 
on magnified plots that at high speeds the sideslip is negligible, the 
yaw is small oampared to the roll, and the rolling velooity reaches the 
maximum rapidly and remains essentially constant after 1 second. 

Response to a Step Yawing Moment 

8 

The response to a step yawing moment with a dihedral of O" (fig. 5) 
reflects the same oharacteriBtics as the respCnBe t0 the pIdEe yawing 
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C 

moment (fig. 3). A small negative initial roll occurs in condition I, 
and the rolling mtions in the other conditions are large compared to 
the yawingmotions. Data not presented in this report show that a 
change to -5O dihedral reduced the rolling amplitude. 

For given control-effectiveness parameters, time histories of the 
response to arbitrary control deflections can be approximated by suit- 
able superposition of the stepresponse data of figures 4 ard 5. 

Response to a Step Rudder Deflection 

. 

The lateral response due to lo step rudder deflection for the air- 
plane with either O" or -5O dihedral (fig. 6) &owe an initial adverse 
roll. In the high-speed conditions, this is due prfmarily to the large 
rolling qnt contributed by the rudder. In the low-speed condition I, 
however, the initial adverse roll arises primarily from the large poei- 
tive inclination of the prinoip~al exis; this effect was noted previously 
in connection with airplane motions due to a yawing+noment pulse. With 
a dihedral of O", the effective dihedral is sufficiently positive to 
overcome the initial rolling tendencies and. to cause rolling in the 
normal direction after 1 second or 80. At high speeds with dihedral 
ql.ELl t0 +O (figs. 6(b) and 6(o)), the effective dihedral is not suf- 

ficiently positive to overcome the rolling moment due to rudder deflec- 
tion, and the airplane start6 and continues to roll in the adverse 
direction. 

It is probable that a pilot would be conscious of the small ini- 
tial erratic rolling motions primarily as an unusually long delay in 
the develoment of normal rolling x&ion. Since the adverse roll dm 
ing the first second or two is 6111&U, little use of the rudder appears 
necessary at high speeds in view of the very small sideslip angles 

which would occur in ailero%roll maneuvers. 

Response to an Initial Sideslip 

The time hiStOrieS Of the motion due to an initial SideSlip 
(fig. 7) are indicative of the action of the airplazie in gusty air; the 
response can be considered as that due to a sharp-edged side gust of 
velocity v = VP. With a dihedral of O", the nature of thelllotion 
appears normal except for the low damping of the oscillatory mode and 
the rather high excitation of the rolling motion, especially at high 
speed. The sizable reduction in rolling amplitudes at high speeds due 
to a change in dihedral to +O is apparent; the sideslip and yawing 
motions are almost the same between the two values of dihedral. 
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Lateral Oscillation Characteristics 

It can be demonstrated that any type of input resulting in control- 
fixed OBCi~ti~ Will produce the same Value6 of the period P, time 
to damp to half amplitude Tb and the parameter 1$1. Since the yawing- 

moment pulse input produces z welLdefined lateral osci~tion (fig. 3 
for example), these time histories were used to obtain most of the RI?,& 
values of P, TA, The values of P, T& and a6 Scaled 
from the ltlEAC dafa directly are g?ven in table II for 
the various combinations of C 

np 
and dihedral. 

The calculated values of Ti, are plotted as a function of P in 
9 

figure 8, along with the period-damping criterion boundary of reference 2. 
The change in dihedral from 0' to -5O with C 

%ev 
(fig. 8(a)) BhOWB a 

favorable effect with regard to position relative to the boundary for all 
but condition VIII, where damping WaS decreased slightly. Sizable 
increases in damping are apparent in conditions II, 111,and VII. 

With regard to examination of table II will show that the 
change to -5O a reduction in the roll axcitation. 
For a dihedral ranged from 3.34 to 5.59. The change 
to -5O reduced less for all conditions. The results 
reported in reference 1 indicate that lateral oscillations characterized 
by slightly unsatisfactory period4aqping relations and ValUeS Of 
greater than about 4.0 may be intolerable. In order to safeguard 
against this possibility with this airplane, use of a negative dihedral 
angle or a means of improving the period-damping characteristics would 
be needed. Unfortunately, use of +O dihedral might lead to a reversal 
of lateral BtiCk position and COntrOl force in steady BideBlipB because 
of the large rolling moments due to rudder deflections. 

The change from C 
I-5 

to c 
%ev 

was found to have little effect 
est 

on the response characteristics except for a decrease in the damping of 
the oscillatory mode. This is readily apparent in comparing figure 8(a) 
with 8(b). More of the conditions (fig. 8). are in the unsatisfactory 
range with 

% 
mainly because of the changes in time to damp to half 

rev 
amplitude. The dihedral change was found to be more effective with 

. - 

'%r ev 
thanwith C 
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It was found that the values of P, T1, and F 1 I obtained from 
h 

the time histories as computed by use of the RIM? agree with these 
values as calculated directly from the characteristic eq 

*5 percent for- P and within kl0 percent for T1 and 
z 

The f O~awiIIg ' conclusions may be dTZ3.M ~IWII the preBent amlgBi6 

of the lateral response characteristics of a high-speed straight-wing 
airplane configtnn.tion with O" (normal) and +O geometric wing dihedral: 
(Unless otherwise noted, values of the stability derivative 
based on recent wind-tunnel data.) 

(2% are 

1. The airplane is oecillatorily and spirally stable with O" dihe- 
dral, but does not meet the Air Force period-damping requirements (refe- 
ence 2) in any high-speed condition investigated. Achangeindihedral 
to +O generally results in an increase in damping or in period (both 
favorable), but unsatisfactory period-damping relationships are still 
indicated. 

. 
2. For the airplane with dihedral equal to O", the rolling motions 

folkwinga yawing disturbance are large, and the ratio of the ampli- 
tudes of the 0sciUatory mode of angle of bank to angle of BideBlip 

I I 
rp 
s ranges from 3.34 to 5.59. These values, coupled with the dsmping 

deficiencies noted above, indicate an airplane which would be slightly 
tolerable to intolerable as measured by pilot evaluation. With dihe- 
dral equal to -5O, these rolling motions are considerably reduced and 
the roll excitation parameter (I D $ is less than 3.30 for all GOI+ 
conditionB -iMioating a tolerable or better airplane. 

3= The initial roll following an abrupt step rudder deflection is 

in an adverse direction; that is, ri&t roll fOIlOWE a left rudder 
deflection. With dihedral equal to O", the dihedral effect is suffi- 
cient to cause rolling in the normal direction after 1 second or so. 
With dihedral equal to -5’, the roll continues in the adverse direction 
at high speeds. For either dihedral these rolling motions are small 

compared to those which can be produced by the ailerons. The adverse 
roll, therefore, may not be a serious deficiency in view of the small 
rudder deflections required to maneuver the airplane at high speeds. 

4. The nature of the motions following application of a step roll- 
ing xxaent appears normal for the airplane with either O" or -5O dihedral. 
At high speeds, the BideBlip is very small and the rolling VelOCity 
reaches a maximum rapidly and remains essentially constant sfter 1 
seconad 
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5. The only significant effect of a change in the values of the 
yawing moment due to roll parameter (C 

ap 
) frm those eBtimated in the 

usual runner to the more negative values based on recent wind-tunnel 
data was a marked reduction in damping of the oscillatory mode. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
Rational Advisory CommIttee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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AS indicated in the appendix of reference 7, the oscillatory mode of 
the response in bank q of an airplane to an applied unit step yawing 
disturbance may be written as a function of time: 

v (I + Ji& ekst + (I - Ji)% e 

and the osci~tmy mode of the response in SideBlip p as 

. 
(I + Ji)Bru ekst + (I - Ji& 

where 

G3 =a+bi 
h =a-bi ) 

ccmplex roots of the characteristic 

(1 + Ji)rpN 

(1 - Ji$, 

1 

complex response coefficients 
(1 + Ji)p, 

(1 - Ji,pn 

Expressions (1) and (2) may be rewritten: 

hii 
e4 (2) 

stability equation 

2(%+Q + Je) eat COB b(t + h) (3) 

20 +J i) eat 
Brs hi 

COB b(t + t 
BIT 

) (4) 

(1) 

where the time intervals % and tBN account for differences in 
phase. 
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The ratio of the amplitudes of the oscillatory modes of Cp to B 
may be obtained by neglecting the periodic cosine function and divid- 
ing equation (3) by equation (4). This yields: 

. 

(5) 

me te- 1 CQ NJ Jg NJ IPm9 and Jp, are obtained by BubBtitUtion 

of the root Ls = a + bi in the Heavieide expansion theorem. Thus, 

I % N + JgNi If (hi) I 
I&. F’ (ha) 1 1 CpN 

(6) 

and 

I lv3ll 
IA SF’ (kd 1 1 s, 

where f represents the appropriate minor detem.uInant and F' the 
derivative of the major determinant. Since the denoI&IatmB of equa- 
ti- (6) ati (7) are identical, equation (5) may be written: 

VU 

The expression If(k,)l, is evaluated by expanding the determinant 
N 

obtained by replacing the q column in the equations of motion by the 
column 0, 1, 0 and substituting Xe. Similar operation on the p column 
yiekls For the equations of motion used in the present 
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irrvestigatioa, title followiIlg exp?2essiorl results: 

, l 

where x, is subetituted far D. 

l!cKmination pnd e~nstlon of ?nmletioally ?Jlsignifi~ terms frml tie above eguation 
gave the fol.lcdng eqre~slon, aoourate to within f6 gercent for the oama aomidered herein: 

where a1 anI b1 are the real and imagilaarg Parts, resPectind.Y, of $.,,. 
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TABLE I.- MASS AND mm CDATAClFTEEAIRPIANETXEDIN~~IOm 
C-ET TIME HI=- 

C W = 20,800 pounds; 6 = 166.52 square feet; b = 22.69 feet] 
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. 
TABLFI II.- ZUWERALoBc~TIcJmCBARA~ICS 

OFTEJ3AlRPLAKE 
c 

% 
?rev 

Condition r = 00 r 5O =- 
REAC Calculated REAC Calculated 

P Tg I;' p T+ $1 p Tg I ;I p % $1 
I ~45~1.44 3.42 2.45 1.46 3.34 2.70 1.47 2.99 2.69 1.43 2.97 

II 1.4 

VII 1.40 3.70 5.38'1.38f3.5g 5.59 1.38 2.81 3.01 1.36 2.87 3.05 
VI-J-J --- 1.7513.75 4.64 - - - 1.79 4.ce 2.66 

VI 1.53 1.50 4.13 1.48 ~4.8 3.giji.54 1.76 2.32 1.49 1.73 2.20 
VII 1.42 1.84 5.86 1.4-2 1.81 5.9411.39 1.g8 3.14 1.37 1.90 3.Og 

VIII 1.83 2.52 4.86 1.76 2.5414.7111.85 3.20 2.50 1.80 3.08 2.69 
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Figure /. - Thee-view sketch of the airphne. 

19 
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* Time, set 

figure 3.- Lutefd motion due to an appfied yawing momenf rectunguhf 
p/se. 
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F igwe 3. - Contiffued. 
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48 -m r=O” 40 

-8 

-/6 

-24 

-IO 

Time, se’c 

(cl ComWion On. M = 2.0 af 39000 feet. 

Figure 3. - Conchded . 
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108 
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84 1 
72 
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60 

48 

36 

24 

12 

0 
-/7 .- 

(0) Condition I, M = 0.30 ut seu level. 

Time, set 
(b) Condition IT, M = 0.85 at seu /eve/. 

Figure 4.- Luferd motion due to un upplied step rolhng moment; r=OS 
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Time, S8C 

(cl Coffotiiion Sm, M = 20 af 3S,ooO feet. 

Figure 4. - Conchded. 
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180 - V I I I 
- 

120 / 
/ 

Time, set 

(c) Cond/f/on l2Z, M = 2.0 ut 34000 feet. 

Figure 5- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Lutes/ motion due to u lo step /eft rudder def/8ctkm 
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(b} Condifion ZT, M=0.85 of sea /eve/. 

Figuf8 6. - Conthued. 
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(a) Condition Z, M = 0.30 of sea /eve/. 
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(c) ConaVion ZU, M= 2.0 at 35000 feet. 

Figure Z- Conchtied. 



Figure 8: Pefibd- dumping fehfionship of fhe aifphne with O” 
and -5O geometric dihedrcrl. 
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Figure 8: Concluded. 

NACA - Laugley Field. Vn. 


